The Power House Museum

Last week 3C 3B and 314T went to the Power Museum by bus.

When we got there 3C went to the steam place. There was a steam machine which showed us how steam works and Mrs told us about animals die there body gets crushed into the ground. And 1000 year later their body's turn into energy and...

After that we had lunch then 3C 3B and 314T played tip. Then some people played races. And then we went back to school.

**Grade Commentary**

Alex has demonstrated basic knowledge and understanding of the structure and features of a recount. There is no evidence of planning and little evidence of editing. The text lacks a detailed sequence and a personal concluding statement, though an attempt has been made to reorientate the reader. Past tense has been consistently used. A limited range of strategies has been used to spell words. There is some inconsistency in letter size and slope. To improve, Alex should work on using capital letters correctly, broadening the range of punctuation and improving sentence structure.

Alex's response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at a grade D standard.